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Contributors
to this issue
Cédric Van Styvendael

Hélène Binet

Mayor of Villeurbanne
Mayor of Villeurbanne since July 2020
and vice-president of Lyon Metropolis
responsible for culture, Cédric Van
Styvendael was previously managing
director of Villeurbanne Est Habitat
(which became Est Métropole Habitat
in 2013), chairman of Housing Europe
(the European federation for social
housing) and then managing director
of the economic interest group (GIE)
“La ville autrement” which carried out
several urban solidarity projects,
including “L’Autre Soie”.

Director of communication
at Makesense
Since 2020, Hélène Binet has been
director of communications at
Makesense, an association committed
to a sustainable and inclusive society.
She advocates for practical action
and notably works to promote the
environment and nature. She has
renewed this commitment following
her experience with La Ruche qui
dit Oui!

Vanessa Benoit
Managing director
of Samusocial de Paris
Committed to combating severe
exclusion for over ten years, Vanessa
Benoit was deputy director of solidarity
and worked to reduce exclusion
at the City of Paris social action
centre prior to becoming managing
director of Samusocial de Paris.
Her experience in public policy
on social cohesion illustrates
her passion for solidarity issues.

Raphaël René-Bazin
Secretary general of the
RATP Group Foundation
Raphaël René-Bazin is the secretary
general of the RATP Group Foundation
which works to promote employment,
education, culture and the ecological
transition. Serving local players and
projects is a priority and a way of
effectively investing resources to benefit
those in need and of launching each
region’s projects to improve city living.

Élisabeth Fauvel
Bagneux town councillor responsible
for culture
As the town councillor responsible for
culture and social and cultural centres,
Élisabeth Fauvel works with Bagneux
residents every day to promote
social cohesion and living well together
through art and culture. Reducing
inequalities between regions also
means making art accessible to all.

Patrick Bernard
Founder of the neighbourhood
association Hyper Voisins
Patrick Bernard is the founder
of the association Hyper Voisins,
which has been forging and
strengthening bonds between
over 15,000 neighbours in Paris
since 2017. His initial objective
was to stimulate and energise
interactions between people
who live in the same region,
to create value and wealth
to “devise the city of tomorrow”.

Dorian Prost
Photographer
Dorian Prost’s talents as
a photographer and artist
enabled us to illustrate the
magazine with the portraits
in the “Snapshots” and
“Witnesses” sections.

Hervé Cohen
Cinematographer, composer
and director
Hervé Cohen is an award-winning
Franco-American director and
cinematographer. His interactive web
documentary Life Underground is a
journey of discovery through the metro,
a place of encounters and connections.
He was nominated for Best Short
Form Series at the IDA awards for this
work showcasing the stories of over
55 passengers across three continents.

Many thanks also to Yann Lotodé, co-founder of the association La Cravate Solidaire; Irène Klobcar, RATP metro train driver and founder of the association
Les Artisanes; Cyprien Noble, project manager at La Croix-Rouge Mobilités; Serge Bayard, executive vice president of La Banque Postale; the [S]CITY collective
(Pierre Bonnier, Alice Cabaret, Claire Daugeard, Guillaume Dezecache, Emma Vilarem); Maxime Lemasson, music teacher at Les Maillettes of Moissy-Cramayel
secondary school; Julien Sorez, lecturer at the University of Paris Nanterre; Anne Jarrigeon, anthropologist-videographer, lecturer at the École d’urbanisme
de Paris and researcher at the Laboratoire Ville Mobilité Transport; Sandrine Charnoz, head of the RATP Group project to combat sexual harassment in transport;
Laurence Besançon, founder of the third place Le Quai des possibles, in Saint-Germain-en-Laye; Romain Demissy, researcher, associate lecturer at the University
of Lille, doctor in economic science, and member of the Atemis and Clersé research centres and Dominique Riou, transport engineer and urban planner at the
mobility and transport department, Paris Région institute.

The city carries with it the promise of emancipation
and social mobility. Its bright lights enthral and attract.
A beacon of great hopes, the city is also a melting pot of
inequalities that polarises and divides, pushing those who
are struggling to find their place to its margins and into
its darkest corners. Hence there is a need for continuous
invention to “make society”, to “make the city”, so that
ideas, like residents, move from the outskirts to the centre
and vice versa, and so that the city is welcoming to
everyone: children, women, residents and visitors of all
ages. New dynamics are already at work and re-examine
our basic needs – education, work, sport, culture and social
bonds – to give a new meaning to a multi-secular urban
civilisation based on “living better together”.
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Interviews with Vanessa Benoit, managing
director of Samusocial de Paris, Hervé
Cohen, producer of the web documentary
Life Underground, Patrick Bernard,
founder of the neighbourhood
association Hyper Voisins and Hélène
Binet, director of communication
at the association Makesense.

Daily practice, major events...
What role can sport play in promoting
urban cohesion?

How can we rethink the city to make it
fun and accessible for all?

When local action creates a positive
dynamic for employment, social
cohesion and culture to create more
inclusive and supportive regions.
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Snapshots

COMMITTED
to making
the city

RATP metro train driver

“I feel concerned by this issue,
so I am very committed”

“I have been into DIY since I was very young. I love it
and wanted to pass it on, to be useful. I founded the
association Les Artisanes in the Île-de-France region
in 2020. The idea had been in my mind for a while,
but during the lockdown I saw many women and single
mothers facing numerous difficulties and it made me
take the plunge. Les Artisanes organises workshops
for women that are sometimes isolated to help them
become self-sufficient in terms of DIY. They are taught
the basics during a three-hour session: how to lay
a laminate floor, put up curtain rails, fill a hole, etc. It is
also an opportunity to meet other people and have fun
together. Workshops are organised in Paris Habitat and
RATP Habitat residences, and the association – which
has been supported by the RATP Group Foundation
since its inception – will soon have its own premises.
My workshops are also intended for young people in need.
Showing people that they are capable of doing things on
their own gives them confidence, it sets them in motion.”

Leaders of associations,
entrepreneurs, employees,
local elected officials: here are
some of the people who work
daily to serve the city and who
set it in motion to make it more
inclusive and more pleasant
for everyone to live in.
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YanN
Co-founder of the association
La Cravate Solidaire
Created by three business school
students, La Cravate Solidaire is
celebrating its 10th anniversary in 2022.
The association, now present in 12 French
cities, collects professional suits and
outfits and distributes them to more
than 5,000 beneficiaries to help them
access training or employment.
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“Cracking the codes for the most excluded”

“I was lucky to study at a business school in La Défense. Coming
from the suburbs, it was an instant culture shock: I was entering
a world with highly defined codes. While it was difficult for us as
students, it must be even worse for people who have had a more
chaotic career path. This was how we came up with the idea
of collecting clothes to help those people get job interviews.
But just changing their wardrobe isn’t enough; we needed to work
on the substance and on verbal and non-verbal codes. This is
what we do with our ‘helping hand’ workshops for young people
without qualifications, those just coming out of prison and
former executives. We are a real player who promotes inclusivity
in the city. We bring together people from different social
backgrounds who would never otherwise meet: people excluded
from economic life and our volunteers, active recruiters from
the corporate world. And we raise awareness of our solidarity
action among donors who give clothes to our centres and among
employees of companies where we organise donation drives.”

The association Les Artisanes
aims to combat isolation by helping
vulnerable women and young
people aged 16 to 25 to gain
autonomy, self-confidence and
independence through various
workshops.
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“We are seeking to give a voice
to those who are never heard”

Mayor of Villeurbanne
(Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes)
In June 2021, Villeurbanne
city hall launched a scheme
whereby citizens can have
a say in the allocation of the
city’s participative budget.
This year, €500,000 will be
earmarked for projects
that have been put forward
by the city’s residents.

“Building the city has been a sort of common thread running
through my career. I am deeply committed to affordable
housing issues, and had never held elected office until last year.
I did get elected by a good margin, but with a participation rate
of only 25%. Among the three major changes that we want
to implement in Villeurbanne, we therefore wanted to ensure
that residents could be more involved in the life of the city.
So, in November we formed a citizens’ assembly comprising
80 members. In addition, all residents over the age of 11 can
use the participative budget platform to submit proposals
for investment in works or purchases to improve the living
environment. 300 projects were submitted in 2021, and 39 were
put to the vote to share our €500,000 budget. Lastly, we are
also organising two-day Citizen Consensus Conferences,
a methodology which will enable us to come up with solutions
to very divisive issues such as public order, which we will discuss
together. These are all projects that will, I hope, give a voice
to those who are never heard in mainstream politics.”

“We want to contribute to the mobility
of the most vulnerable at a local level”
Croix-Rouge Mobilités
project manager,
French Red Cross

Croix-Rouge Mobilités is a social
innovation programme working for
shared and inclusive mobility,
launched in 2019 by the French
Red Cross and supported by the
Macif Foundation, ADEME and
the Ministry for Solidarity
and Health (France Relance).
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“Croix-Rouge Mobilités is a national programme
based on our 1,600 regional structures. One thing
that makes it special is its very open way of working,
as it operates through communities of local players,
bringing together not only our volunteers and
employees, but also local authorities, associations,
partner companies and individuals. In practical
terms, Croix-Rouge Mobilités provides access
to mobility through car-sharing, car-pooling and
solidarity transport for people in need, notably those
encountering financial difficulties. Involving as many
players as possible at a district or village level naturally
means offering inclusive mobility, but we are also
very keen to create bonds. This generates positive
externalities because, by sharing these experiences,
people become more involved and come up with
solutions that benefit the community. We would like
everyone to be able to adopt our strategy, and the aim
is to extend this offer more broadly to help combat
social and regional inequalities. It’s an approach
to mobility that places people at its core, which is
what particularly motivates me.”
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“Using our financial engineering
to help make housing accessible to all”

“The concept of accessibility resonates strongly for
La Banque Postale, as it is intimately linked to our
public service mission. The idea of using our financial
engineering to make housing affordable for everyone
therefore makes a lot of sense for us. As part of our aim
to be a player in the just transition, we are involved in the
entire access-to-housing continuum, from purely social
housing through to home ownership. We have built this
project with RATP Habitat to facilitate access to ownership
of mid-priced homes. Our objective is to offer solutions
that meet the needs and resources of the middle classes.
This is one of the levers that help prevent extreme urban
sprawl and bring living areas closer to centres of activity,
thus facilitating the use of green mobility. In this sense,
making housing accessible to everyone in metropolitan
areas is part of a movement towards cities that are more
diverse and also greener.”

Executive vice president
of La Banque Postale
RATP Habitat and La Banque Postale
are long-standing partners and have
recently reached a funding agreement
to create rental accommodation
in the Île-de-France region. The Îlot
Debergue real estate project in the
12th arrondissement of Paris will be
the first project under this agreement.
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Snapshots

Music teacher behind the Orchestre à l’école
initiative at Les Maillettes of Moissy-Cramayel
secondary school in Seine-et-Marne

DAUGEARD
Architect
Urban planner
Doctor of cognitive neuroscience

[S]CITY, or “how to reconcile emotions
with the urban transformation”

“What we initially had in common was a strong interest
in the issue of social cohesion. We believed there was
a need to take emotions and perceptions more seriously
in the urban transformation. This is why we wanted to
bring together our respective fields of neuroscience, urban
planning and architecture, to found [S]CITY. We want
to enrich urban planning through knowledge derived from
the study of the brain and human behaviour in an attempt
to create projects that make people happier. We apply this
approach, which combines research and action, to many
projects. As an example, we carried out a sensory diagnosis
with users at the site of the former Meunier chocolate
factory, which has a unique landscape and built heritage,
to identify which areas should be preserved. We can
therefore act not only on a set of objective factors
(volumes study, arrangement of street furniture, lighting,
greening, acoustic comfort), but also on criteria linked to
subjective perception to increase the feeling of safety and
wellbeing, and encourage respectful environmental and
social behaviour among users. This includes investigating
how the presence of plants can help reduce the experience
of noise pollution or the impact of historical heritage
on the appropriation of a place.”

[S]CITY is an agency created in
2019 that works to ensure that
brain and behavioural sciences
are taken into account when
planning urban projects to
ensure that cities best meet the
cognitive, emotional and social
needs of their inhabitants.
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User experience specialist

Researcher at the CNRS Social and Cognitive
Psychology Laboratory
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Orchestre à l’école is an
innovative teaching method
that allows students in
primary or secondary
school to create an
orchestra together and
to develop it for three years.
The association ‘Orchestre
à l’école’ aims to support
this initiative and to
promote its development
throughout France.

“Some of my students live in hotel rooms
and would never have walked through
the doors of a music conservatoire”

“The school has been participating in the Orchestre à l’école
initiative for the past seven years. Children can join an orchestral
class at the end of their first year of secondary school and have
two additional hours of music per week over three years. We lend
them an instrument and they are taught by teachers from the
conservatoire. The classes have a good balance of boys and girls,
and the students are of varying academic abilities, so it’s not
a question of creating elite classes but of initiating a collective
dynamic. We have already completed three full cycles of orchestral
classes and I remain in contact with the ‘alumni’ through social
networks. Some have carried on with music and others not,
but all remain marked by this experience and the opportunities
and discoveries it gave them. Some of my students live in hotel
rooms and would never have walked through the doors of a music
conservatoire or thought that they would one day appear on stage.
It’s very emotional, both for them and for me, and it’s very hard
when they have to hand back their instrument in June.”
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Analysis

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a shake-up
for mobility. Private car use has increased by
4.4 points since the start of the pandemic, while
bicycle use has jumped by 44%. How can we link
the various modes of urban transport and restore
the popularity of public transport to combine
social cohesion, respect for the environment
and economic efficiency?

After COVID-19

How can we
reinvent
mobility?
Use of public transport
decreased due to the
COVID-19 pandemic

UTP(1) manifesto for
sustainable mobility

Individual car use
is the big winner

71%

of French people are
nevertheless aware that individual car
use can adversely affect their quality
of life due to the pollution it generates.

The UTP is urging presidential candidates to
strengthen France’s expertise in the sustainable
mobility and public transport sectors in four key areas.

Traffic jams
on the rise again

The modal share…
…for public transport
journeys

#1 Urban public transport and railways that

+25% congestion in the

Île-de-France region. This level
of congestion is reflected in a
50% increase in journey times.

2019

17.6%

+38% in Marseille.
+85% in Lille on Mondays

2020

14%

before the start of the 2021
school term compared to 2020.

2019

80.8%

2021

85%

…for private car journeys

In the European Union,
the cost of road congestion
is estimated at €270 billion
per year.

The bicycle
rides high
If a station is more than
2 kilometres from home,
only one in four daily
passengers chooses mass
transit. Cycling could be the
ideal transport mode to
travel the distance between
home and the station
and therefore hasten
the abandonment of the
private car by offering
a soft-mobility alternative.
This is provided that
safe and convenient
cycle lanes and parking
spaces are available at
stations, as is the case
in northern Europe.

The COVID-19 pandemic remains the
main reason for this reduction in public
transport use: working from home
and the closure of gyms and shops
mean limited opportunities for
entertainment and travel.

+44%

serve social and economic development
L
 ong-term and costed State support for projects
to develop services and infrastructure
R
 ail networks upgrade
U
 rban development around mobility hubs
S
 tronger French leadership in public transport

#2 For green

mobility
Freight transport transferred to rail and river
Greening of public transport fleets
D
 evelopment of sustainable mobility
(education, training, etc.)

#3 Transport that is safe for everyone,
in all circumstances and situations
Increased network accessibility
Improvements to security and combating
fare evasion
Multi-modal transport boost
Maintain service continuity
5.5% VAT on routine day-to-day travel

#4 For long-term funding and coherent

governance for sustainable mobility
‘Polluter pays’ principle
E
 ntrench the mobility allowance
T
 ax on road transport deliveries
T
 ransport authorities to have jurisdiction over
all matters relating to mobility if they so wish

(1) Union des Transports Publics et Ferroviaires (professional association
for public transport and railways)

Cycling has seen a +44%
boom since 2019.
In 2019

85%

of residents in
the Paris region

73%

In 2021

75%

Sources: 2019 Annual transport review, Ministry for the
Ecological Transition. Paris Région institute, Brief Note,
November 2021. 2021 Mobility Observatory – UTP.

of residents in
the Paris region

60%

of French people of French people
used public transport
to move around
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Witnesses

Vanessa Benoit is the
managing director of
Samusocial de Paris. Vanessa
has built her career around the
themes of housing and social
and urban development in
the United States and France,
and became the managing
director of Samusocial de Paris
in January 2021.

How is it that the city, which
normally attracts people,
can also become a breeding
ground for exclusion?

V. B. Before it excludes, the city

attracts. Survey after survey clearly shows
that people living on the streets, young
people in need and migrants see the
potential for integration in the city, and
believe they can find a place in this dense
ecosystem. Exclusion begins when the
city refuses to acknowledge these people
and ceases to take them into account in
public policies.
What is their main problem?
Housing? Employment?

V. B. Housing. Many arrive with a

“We form
one and the
same society”

VANESSA BEN OIT
12
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short-term, precarious set-up: a flat-share,
a cousin’s sofa, a mattress at their uncle’s
place – who himself lives at a shelter – and
the problems start when these set-ups
break down. We see women become
homeless because they get pregnant and
then have to leave the place where they
had been staying. Temporary accom
modation is available for 100,000 people
in the Île-de-France region every night,
including 55,000 in hotels, but the question is how to get out of temporary accommodation and into housing. Everything
becomes harder (transport, hygiene, etc.)
if you don’t have a place of your own.
During the first weeks of lockdown in
March 2020, the city’s ecosystem froze,
and people in the street no longer had
access to things like food aid, surplus from
dustbins, meals donated by restaurants,
or public toilets.
What practical measures
do you implement, and how
effective are they?

V. B. Samusocial will soon be 30 years

old, and was created to cope with social
emergencies, but today we are going
further and developing more permanent,
comprehensive solutions. One of the key
aspects is to reach out to people. Our
mobile, multidisciplinary teams seek to
create a bond, to offer a solution to each
person while respecting their dignity.
Like all solidarity stakeholders, we are

attempting to move away from standardised systems and a mass approach
that does not work, but we can’t do all
this alone. We work extensively with
partners, such as RATP and its Social
Shelter team, which does underground
what we do up above in the streets
(see box below). We are in contact with
specialised partners for each community:
women, the undocumented, very old
dependent people or those with mental
health problems; this last group makes
up one third of homeless people.
So, inclusion is also about
learning to see those
around us?

V. B.

We form one and the same
society, and it’s important to give these
people we rub shoulders with every day
more visibility, and to include their voices.
The people supported by Samusocial are
in the process of developing proposals
for the presidential campaign as part of
what we call “the permanent debate”.
They are pushing us to re-examine our
actions by highlighting themes that we
wouldn’t necessarily have considered,
including ecology, led by a working group
that was recently awarded a tender to
create a shared vegetable garden.

Combating severe
social exclusion
underneath
the city
RATP Social Shelter teams comprise
approximately 60 volunteer staff,
and have been reaching out
to homeless people in the metro
since 1994 to guide them, if they so
wish, towards shelter and support
services. RATP spends €6 million
of its annual budget on combatting
severe social exclusion.
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Hervé Cohen, film-maker,
documentary director
and multi-award-winning
cinematographer,
has made approximately
15 documentaries all
over the world.

H E RV É
How did your Life Underground
multimedia project come
about?

H. C. I have always been fascinated

by the metro. I grew up in Paris and it’s
part of my DNA. Whenever I'm travelling,
I immediately go down into the metro to
take the pulse of the city, to observe how
passengers dress, behave and to see if
they communicate with each other. People
fascinate me: what’s the story behind
this woman with a bunch of flowers? Is
this nervous-looking passenger on their
way to a job interview? It often makes
me want to talk to them. This project
was born out of this urge and curiosity
about other people.
What role do mobility and
transport play in cities,
in your opinion?

H. C. The metro is a place apart,

the opportunity for a moment of meditation. We are there anonymously but
also in intimate contact. Just look at the
Paris metro, with the seats facing each
other; our knees are touching! It is also
one of the last remaining places for social

14

mixing. On the New York subway, you
can find CEOs travelling alongside domestic workers. It was the perfect place to
demonstrate that, despite our apparent
differences, we have so many things in
common. I didn’t do any casting, but
approached passengers whose faces and
behaviours made me want to talk to them.
If you really listen, people are willing to
open up.
The film invites you to take
a stroll below the city, but
also into the private lives
of passengers. Is this artistic
stance the best way to touch
on our shared humanity?

H. C. The interactive format was

essential because it allows you to recreate
the passengers’ experience. You click on
the world map to choose your journey,
you pause on a face to hear the person’s
story and you can even get into the
driver’s cab, which you wouldn't normally
be able to do. This is an opportunity that

“Despite our
clear differences,
we are all
connected”
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COHEN

web users really like! Sound also plays a
very important role in this immersive
experience. The music tracks have been
created from recorded sounds – slamming
doors, alarm signals, the rhythm of trains –
which I entrusted to a musician, asking
him not to use any instruments. This is
also one of the aims of Life Underground:
to show beauty, light, architecture, reflections in a window, to transform this
moment of boredom into a moment of
beauty and humanity.
Life Underground can be
viewed online and also at
installations in Los Angeles,
Dubai, Singapore and now
Marseille. How has it been
received by the public?

H. C. It moves people in an intimate

way, like the woman in Union Station,
Los Angeles, who vowed to talk to people
the next time she took the subway, or
another who only realised the impact of
her divorce on her son when she heard
a young Parisian man talking about his
experience. We are all connected: the
way the film resonates with people all
over the world is proof of it.
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“The challenge is to create
links and to break down
barriers so that citizens,
entrepreneurs and
organisations can meet and
take action together.”

“Friendliness has a value;
it is an economic asset.
If you want to build the city
of tomorrow, it makes
more sense to rely on
people than on things.”

What role does your organisation
play in encouraging social
inclusion and living together?

By opening up the opportunities for action,
by listening to people’s hopes and desires,
we improve their ability to live well together and to then be more resilient.

H. B.

H. B. At Makesense, our aim is to

enable everyone to contribute to a more
inclusive and more sustainable society.
We bring together people who essentially
stand apart, and give them the right tools
to take action together on issues that
are close to their hearts. A very practical
example: at the start of lockdown, our
network alerted us to several critical
situations – homeless people, senior
citizens suffering from extreme loneliness,
etc. Within 48 hours we had set up
re_action, two-week programmes to guide
our many volunteers towards actions
that could be carried out near their homes.

Hélène Binet is the
communications director of
Makesense, an association
founded in 2010 which
deploys collective
mobilisation tools and
programmes for all citizens
so that everyone can act
to serve a sustainable
and inclusive society.

HÉLÈNE

PATRICK

Former journalist
Patrick Bernard is the
founder of the Hyper Voisins
neighbourhood association
which he set up in 2017 while
trialling his concept in part
of the 14th arrondissement
of Paris.
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Double interview

BINET BERNA RD
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P. B. The original idea behind H yper

Voisins was to boost the potential for
friendly interactions in a specific region.
We built the organisation around activities for people who were willing to engage
in issues relating to community life. It is
organised through WhatsApp: we have
the RepairVoisins group, a babysitting
group, one for dog walkers and many
others. The participants have created
strong bonds through projects including
greening the streets and organising
collection points for organic waste. I often
hear people joking: ‘It now takes me an
hour to run an errand, because I chat
with everyone I meet.’
How can you get citizens
to take action?

P. B.

The first stage is to inspire
people to want to do something! To engage
people in a very positive way to do things.
You also have to be very methodical and
take things slowly to make it easier for
people to get involved. It also requires
agility to get things moving quickly and
in a satisfying way. Cities also play a role
in creating bonds by supporting these
initiatives. Solidarity is a result of people
interacting, it doesn’t exist in a vacuum.

P. B.

H. B.

9 out of 10 French people
think that taking action is important. But
the point is to break down the barriers
like the lack of time, lack of support,
the fear of acting alone. We operate on
three levels to get everyone on board:
the head, by providing training; the heart,
by showing the emotional side of collective action; and the body, by setting up
collective action programmes. By taking
things step by step and having faith in
people's hopes and desires, we see that
people can be bold.
How can you bring people
closer to each other in the city,
not just physically?

P. B.

I think it is essential to apply
social engineering to the city. This is what
we are proposing with the creation of the
“neighbourhood friend” scheme, which
would bring residents together and make
it easier for them to set up their public
interest projects.

H. B.

There are many existing initiatives to encourage people to meet up!
The Kabubu association, which offers to
bring together local people and refugees
around sport. Or the “Paris en compagnie”
app, which puts isolated older people
in touch with other local residents so that
they can take a walk together. And let’s
not forget that schools, leisure centres
and public spaces are also tailor-made
for this: to create bonds!
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Sporting
bonds

For information

From the history of its development to how it helps
us live together in harmony – a look back at the role
sport can play in building an identity and a collective
memory. Symbolic places, daily practice, major
events: how do they enable bonds to be formed?

In cities, practising and popularising sport
remain closely linked to the existence of
dedicated facilities and equipment. Places
that were designated for sporting activities first appeared
in 19th century England as the rules for football and rugby
were gradually being formulated and implemented.
Numerous facilities, often rudimentary, emerged in
France in the late 19th century with the appearance of
the first urban sports associations which aimed to provide
a place where players could practice. A first boom
occurred in the 1900s with the development of stadiums
and pitches, even though some were quite basic. As Julien
Sorez, historian at the University of Paris Nanterre,
explains: “Municipalities were decisive actors in the
development of sport, particularly during the inter-war
period, and they built pitches, stadiums, swimming pools
and gymnasiums. Sports facilities, similar to those built by
schools and town halls several decades earlier, embodied
municipal power and were places that fostered a pride
in belonging. In this sense, the local collective memories
they created contributed to forging bonds between
residents, many of whom had come from the French
countryside or from other parts of Europe. One of the
most prominent examples in France is the Bollaert
Stadium in Lens, which embodies and perpetuates

the memory of the coal miners who lived there in bygone
days.” Thus, when a stadium is relocated to the outskirts
of the city, which occurred in England in the 1980s and
1990s, people tend to fight to preserve this urban heritage
which carries a strong emotional charge, both individual
and collective, for some of the local community.
Beyond facilities, how does sport contribute to building
bonds? “In reality, that depends on the context and the
players involved,” explains Julien Sorez. “For example,
as the United States industrialised and more people
took part in sports, it really helped urban communities
coalesce, when many residents were recent arrivals to
the city. In the French suburbs, the municipal stadium
was a gathering point for local communities in the early
20th century with the influx of many new residents.
Community-based social bonds were created through
training, matches and events relating to the social life
of the sports association, including banquets and
general meetings.”
If we look at major sporting events “we see that the social
fabric, the State’s capacity to redistribute resources
and the organisation of the country hosting the event,
all play a decisive role in the potential benefits the event
can provide to local residents,” says Julien Sorez. Thus,
hosting a major event per se is not enough to create
bonds; a real strategy must be implemented to consider
what happens after the event, so that the equipment,
infrastructure and facilities can benefit all members
of society. As Julien Sorez recalls: “When Rio carried out
a thorough clean-up of the city centre to host the Olympic
Games and the Football World Cup, the people who lived
in the favelas lost their resources, which were closely
tied to the underground economy of the city centre.
Success stories include the Barcelona Olympics in 1992,
which was a real model for urban renewal, as a large part
of the city was redesigned to leave a lasting and positive
legacy for all residents. The Olympic district was totally
redeveloped for the occasion and is now fully integrated
into the city. The Catalan capital has also become
a much more attractive tourist destination as a result
of the Olympic Games.”

Dreaming cities

When the city
becomes
a playground

Active design, fun developments: these
urban approaches are gradually becoming
essential and reintroduce movement,
connection and sharing to make cities
into more pleasant living spaces.

A major challenge for
inclusion is to design a
space for all where
everyone has a place.
Urban spaces are
gradually being
reinvented to serve all
their users, starting
with those who have
been forgotten,
especially women and
children. Architecture
and public transport
are the key drivers
in making the city a
communal area.

A city

for
all
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The concept of active design emerged in
the United States in the 1980s with the rise
of sedentary lifestyles and their damaging
effect on health. As a tactical urban planning
tool, it intuitively promotes physical activity
by residents through incorporating an
incitement to move into the design. Ground
markings, agility courses, interactive street
furniture, fun works of art and urban via
ferrata are all appearing in cities. In France,
the redevelopment of Place de la République
in Paris in 2013 followed this principle:
a reflecting pool, stepping systems and
concrete slabs in shades of grey form
an accessible space that pedestrians, children and
skateboarders can make their own. It is also a question
of concentrating places of attraction and making them
spaces for multiple uses, facilitating access to them and
even ensuring they are attractive to motivate people to take
the several paces to get to them. In Grenoble, the eco-district
of Bonne in the south of the city brings together shops,
a swimming pool, schools, housing, a hotel and a cultural
area around green spaces. Soft connections have been
created between the various areas and bike parks at each
entrance to the district to encourage cycling. Buildings
integrating active design principles play on entrances,
volume and light, like the Maritime Youth House in
Copenhagen, whose wooden terrace incorporates
a 1,600 m2 outdoor play area. Active design is a growing
trend in France with the Terre de Jeux 2024 label, initiated
in June 2019 and rolled out under the banner of the
Olympic Games to urge local authorities to promote
and facilitate physical activity for local residents.

both young and old can enjoy at their leisure. The growth
in these developments should not, however, mask one of the
challenges of the inclusive city: giving space back to children,
who are gradually being squeezed out of the urban
environment, with the areas accessible to them limited to
circumscribed, standardised areas – playgrounds, parks and
squares. Long gone are the days when we would see children
running around freely and playing improvised games
on the pavement! To combat this urban discrimination,
Lille, Rouen, Strasbourg and many other cities are creating
totally pedestrianised open areas, establishing free play
areas outside schools or widening pavements so children
at play can coexist with people out for a leisurely stroll,
or those in a hurry to get somewhere. Céline Lecas and
Clémentine Delval, founders of Récréations Urbaines
(Urban Playgrounds), explain: “Children have this ability
to make a plaything out of whatever they find. It we take
this perspective into account when re-purposing our
public spaces and make them richer and more sensory,
we could create places accessible to everyone and promote
interaction”. Essentially, we should look at the city through
a child’s eyes to make it more inclusive.

Giving back space for play and
making room for children

Aquatic games, fun sculptures and artificial topographical
features are gradually taking over our urban landscapes.
These facilities offer users the opportunity to be free and
creative, and encourage play and interaction. Examples
of this are the reflecting pools in Nice and Bordeaux, which
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“Transport plays a very
important role in
combating harassment
and violence”
Anne Jarrigeon is an anthropologist-videographer, lecturer
at the École d’urbanisme de Paris and researcher at
the Laboratoire Ville Mobilité Transport. Her specific area
of research is mobility seen through the prism of gender.

Making the
city fit
for women

How can we rethink the layout
of our public spaces so that all have
equal and fair access to them?
What can we do given that the city
is made “by and for men”?

In 2015, geographer Yves Raibaud’s book La Ville faite par
et pour les hommes (The city made by and for men), studied
the unequal use of “communal” areas that make up the
city. The examples speak for themselves: women undeniably
use the streets and public transport a lot less at night,
there is much more investment in amenities mainly used
by men, and, more symbolically, streets are mostly named
after men. The researcher suggests various ways of working
towards greater diversity, because the aim is to educate and
promote a more equal sharing of spaces; something that
starts in the school playground. Several cities are tackling
the issue in a bid to solve the problem.

Cities attentive to equality

In Austria, Vienna is a pioneer. As early as 1992, the city
set up an “office for women”. In 1997, a district comprising
357 apartments was completed. This is part of the
“women-work-city” project, which takes account of journeys
that are predominantly made by women, like accompanying
children and the elderly or shopping. A such, the redesigned
facilities are more comfortable for women, but ultimately
benefit all users. A crèche and a doctor’s surgery are
located at the heart of the complex, the communal spaces
are particularly well tended and the balconies overlook
courtyards where children congregate.

…
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What emerges
specifically when we
look at the relationship
between women and
public transport?

A. J. More women use it

than men, more of their
journeys are local and they
make shorter and more
complex trips. Transport
both reflects and reinforces
social inequalities and, for
women, inequalities can also
take the form of avoidance,
e.g. not going to certain
places or making sure they
are accompanied by another
person. Their access to the
city, and the activities it
offers, is therefore impeded.
How can we make
transport more suited
to their needs?

A. J. The realm of
transport plays a very
important role in combating
the harassment and sexual

and sexist violence that
hinder the mobility
of women and gender
minorities. Other factors
must also be taken into
account to ensure more
equal access to the city:
their practical experiences
when travelling, their
geographical and social
situation, their daily
organisation of time,
their ways of avoiding
mobility.
Can you suggest any
actions to improve
the situation?

A. J. An integrated and

interdisciplinary approach
to gender issues would
better combat the
persistence of inequalities.
Raising awareness among
bystanders and providing
training for professionals
are essential elements
to prevent sexual and
sexist violence.
23
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Safer transport
is a priority

…
Other similar projects followed, all with the aim of
shortening daily travel times and encouraging friendly
interaction. The streets are better lit, the parks have open
and modular spaces with no enclosed football pitch. Since
2006, Vienna has been setting its budget with a focus on
gender equality, ensuring that expenditure and subsidies
are of equal benefit to women and men. Following a similar
model, Nantes worked on the lighting of pedestrian paths.
In several cities, night buses stop on request so that women
can be dropped off as close as possible to their destination.
In Paris, gender considerations were factored into the
redevelopment schemes of seven major squares, begun in
2016. Work carried out with researchers(1) and exploratory
walks enabled the planners to identify what was holding
women back from appropriating public spaces. Gender
issues are gradually being incorporated into the architecture
and urban planning curriculum which is a sign that this
approach is gaining ground.
(1) Le Monde 8 May 2021 “Des pistes pour que les femmes s’approprient l’espace
public” (Ways to help women to appropriate public space).
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In October 2021, the Paris Region
Institute published a report
outlining women’s fears regarding
public transport. The document
states that the fear of sexual assault
is greater when in confined places,
while the fear of harassment is
constant throughout the journey.
53% of women have also been afraid
several times over the last 12 months
when using public transport.
RATP Group and Île-de-France
Mobilités closely monitor this data
and implement numerous measures
to permit all users to enjoy a safe
and pleasant journey, such as
setting up the Stand Up training
programme with the Fondation des
Femmes. This initiative aims to raise
awareness among both men and
women when incidents occur in
stations by sharing the 5D method
– distract, delegate, dialogue, direct
and document – which provides
the information they need to
intervene safely when they witness
or experience harassment in public
places. In Casablanca, RATP Dev
launched WIP (Walk in Peace)
in 2019, a solidarity and security app
that enables female passengers
to travel with a companion
and to alert staff members if
a problem arises.

Gender and City:
identifying
constraints,
suggesting
inclusive solutions

Both a think tank and a do tank,
Genre et Ville is an urban innovation
platform that brings together urban
planners, sociologists, architects
and artists who are all motivated by
a shared objective: to make France’s
regions egalitarian and inclusive.
Genre et Ville incorporates issues of
gender, age, origin – social, cultural
and ethnic – identity and sexual
orientation into its research and
actions. So it is able to come up
with new approaches for the local
authorities it works with, such
as awareness-raising walks for
residents. This tool enables a better
understanding of everyone’s place
in the urban environment, helping
people find their place and express
their needs and wishes. These are
subjects on which users can share
real expertise.

“It is an absolute priority
to combat harassment and
make women feel safe”
Sandrine Charnoz, Head of the RATP Group project
to combat sexual harassment on public transport
What action is RATP
Group taking against
the harassment and
insecurity experienced
by women on public
transport?

S. C. This is an absolute

priority, and we have a duty
to ensure a safe and peaceful
journey for all our users.
The figures show that 8 out
of 10 women have already
been victims of harassment
or aggression in urban areas
and this rises to 9 out of 10 on
public transport. To tackle
this, we implemented a plan

in 2020 and are launching
#AvecVous (“With You”)
in November 2021, which
incorporates action on
all these fronts.
What are they?

S. C. Our priorities are

greater prevention, improved
responses to alerts and
improved support for victims.
On the first point, we know
that the presence of our
6,500 staff members in the
field is a strength, as they are
now all trained in dealing with
sexist and sexual violence.

In terms of victim support,
we are working in partnership
with the police and
associations to provide victims
with psychological support
and assistance when filing
a complaint. We continually
remind them of this too,
because it is essential to
demonstrate our support.
We are well aware that we
are part of an ecosystem,
which is why we coach our
passengers to adopt the right
responses by promoting
the Stand Up approach
in partnership with
Île-de-France Mobilités.
Stand Up is an international awareness
and training programme launched by
L’Oréal Paris, the NGO Hollaback! and
the Fondation des Femmes, to allow
as many people as possible to take action
in total safety when they experience
or witness sexual harassment.
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The Belliard bus depot occupies an area of
4 hectares in the heart of the very dense
18th arrondissement in Paris. With an open-air
garage of 1.8 hectares where 230 vehicles park
every night and a maintenance workshop, it is
the largest open-air bus garage in the capital.
This isolated site is about to enter a new
phase in its history when it will be effectively
opened up to the neighbourhood as part
of a programme developed by RATP Group
in agreement with Île-de-France Mobilités
and the City of Paris. This facility is set to be
converted to accommodate electric buses,
and a mixed urban project, developed by
a consortium of promoters formed by Linkcity
and Brownfields, will be set up above it, with
delivery planned for 2026. The project includes
family housing units, a co-living residence,
a social residence, workspaces, shops, a room
for associations and even a climbing gym!
A photovoltaic farm of nearly 2,000 m² will
produce local renewable energy and nearly
500 m² will be set aside for bicycle parking.

“Le Quai has established
itself as a landmark”
Laurence Besançon, founder of the third place
Le Quai des possibles in Saint-Germain-en-Laye

A host of local initiatives
by committed
community members
have a much more
positive impact in
regions than centralised
standard responses.

Under the pressure of new lifestyles and usage patterns,
urban areas are returning to the mixed uses and diversity
that disappeared under the zoning and functional
specialisation of the 1980s. At a local, neighbourhood level,
they are reconnecting with their original purpose: to bring
together individuals, cultures and urban amenities. This can be
seen in the new communal places that are springing up every
day all over France, based on this simple idea: doing things
together. The report commissioned by the government from
Patrick Levy-Waitz identified 1,800 “third places” (this term
denotes places that are neither home nor workplaces) in France
in 2018; this figure was 2,500 in 2021 and there will doubtless
be more than 3,000 in 2022. Third places are necessarily
anchored in the local community, and forge links at a microneighbourhood level. These 21st century Youth and Culture
Centres (MJCs(1)) effectively revitalise their area, creating
immediate and fertile bridges between a very diverse range of
players – associations, businesses, elected officials, residents,
students and retired people. Third places first emerged in major
cities and are now also appearing on the outskirts, in small
towns and in rural areas. They are set to become a fully-fledged
and recognised sector, creating jobs that boost economic
activity through co-working, project incubation and support.
They are therefore arousing great interest among elected
officials, as demonstrated by the success of the spot afforded
to third places at the last Mayors’ Congress. Originally inspired
by citizen initiatives, will these new hybrid entities, which often
feature the coexistence of paid service activities and public
interest initiatives, be the catalyst for a more peaceful society?
(1) Maisons des jeunes et de la culture.
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A bus depot in tune
with its city
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How did Le Quai
des possibles come
about?

L. B. Located in a former

station in the heart of
a new eco-district, it was
a communal project built
jointly with its future
users right from the start.
We were lucky to have access
to the premises six days
a week throughout 2017
before the building was
opened. We used this time
to listen to the various needs
of users and to try out
different event formats,

such as a thank-you lunch
for 80 guests organised
by a Syrian family hosted
in Saint-Germain-en-Laye.
The name of the place
was also chosen by those
taking part in the initiatives.
And when we opened
we already had co-workers
who had applied for
a space in the Hive
several months prior,
which is a collaborative
facility for committed
entrepreneurs(2).
What do you offer?

L. B. People say to us,
“I want to get involved but
I don't know how.” When
they enter the ground floor
of Le Quai they receive
a warm welcome and are
given information. Others
wish to launch a project and
we support them within the
Hive or through incubation
programmes.

Is the physical
location the key
to your success?

L. B. In just three years,
Le Quai has established itself
as a landmark. It is essential
to bring people together,
as is diversity. We support
both people with a solid
background – some of our
staff of 45 are young
graduates looking for their
path, others are veteran
executives – and people
from groups that are
under-represented in
entrepreneurship, like women,
unemployed people, refugees
and those from rural areas.
You can sit down at lunch here
and won’t know who around
the table is a paying co-worker
and who is someone who
is being supported free
of charge in the incubator.
(2) National network that provides local
support to people who want to start or
develop their business in a sustainable
and responsible way.
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Romain Demissy, researcher and associate lecturer
at the University of Lille, Doctor of Economic Science,
member of Atemis and Clersé (UMR 8019)
as demonstrated by the announced extension of the
“Action cœur de ville” programme to include station areas.
These new hubs are no longer mere transit points, but
destinations in their own right, providing shops and services
similar to Saint-Lazare station in Paris. Some have closed
their doors to rail traffic to be transformed into workplaces,
such as Saint-Omer station, which has become La Station,
a co-working facility. Like airports, stadiums and libraries,
stations are drawing on the experience of the thousands
of users who pass through them every day to write a new
page in their history.
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employment

How can we deal with changes in work and jobs,
connect new business hubs and ensure that everyone
is included in this changing landscape? This is one
of the major challenges facing cities and regions.
Long neglected, the areas around train stations are now
turning into upmarket districts. We used to see them as
“non-places”, to use the expression coined by sociologist
Marc Augé. Nevertheless, 19 neighborhoods around future
Grand Paris Express stations featured in the “Inventing the
Greater Paris Metropolis” competition launched by Société
du Grand Paris in 2017. Renovated and redeveloped stations
are now establishing themselves as new urban centres;
attractive inter-modal hubs that can act as a catalyst for
the renewal of a district and connect the city to a powerful
network consisting of a multitude of sustainable transport
modes. Stations in Lyon, Toulouse and Marseille have been
the subject of ambitious urban projects in recent years,
and mid-sized towns are now adopting this concept,

“Large groups can
act as catalysts for
local projects”

“Mobility: not a revolution,
but real changes”
Dominique Riou, transport engineer and urban planner,
mobility and transport department, Paris Region institute

have to jointly define needs
with other local players,
because this affects the
entire economic fabric,
including that of SMEs-SMIs
when training apprentices
or future employees.

What relationship
do large groups have
with the region
in which they are
located?

R. D. While some want
nothing to do with local
projects, others are obliged
to engage if only to meet
their recruitment needs.
Others discover them
when there is a decline in
business which they have to
manage with local players.
The approaches are
very diverse, with no
standardised model.
Everyone builds and
invents their own projects,
but what is interesting is the
horizontal approach, which
is alien to these players.
Taking the example of
training and trades, they

You talk about an
intangible regional
heritage. What does
this mean?

R. D. There is a history,
a culture and a geography
specific to each region.
This can sometimes be one
of the reasons for selecting
a location for a specific
activity, e.g. when PSA
and Hermès set up in the
Ardennes, a region with no
tradition of the car or luxury
goods industries, but with a
long-standing reputation for
high-quality workmanship.
Revealing and mobilising
this heritage feeds
another form of economic
development, and by
acting as catalysts and
bringing legitimacy to local
projects, large companies
can help regions leverage
their assets to build for
the future.

A positive impact
Beyond the direct jobs it offers, RATP Group has an
indirect positive impact on the regions in which it
operates networks. This applies to the Île-de-France
region, where it is one of the region’s major
employers generating 128,000 indirect jobs.
It is also the case abroad, such as in Morocco,
where the growth of its business has created jobs
and promoted inclusion. The Group also has a
significant impact on employment and integration
through its procurement policy, notably due to the
inclusion of job integration clauses in contracts
that are suitable for this approach. Since 2011,
these clauses have resulted in nearly 3.3 million job
integration hours benefiting over 5,500 people
in the Île-de-France region.

Are cities going
through a major
transition in mobility?

D. R. Although there
was no mobility revolution,
the COVID-19 pandemic
has increased awareness of
certain issues. It has shown
that bicycles have indeed
become a means of mass
transport, and that pressure
on the transport networks
has decreased due
to teleworking. Climate
and environmental issues
also argue for a more
“consolidated” use of the
road through car-pooling
and express buses using
dedicated lanes.

if not more, during the
pandemic, according to the
results from the Mobility
Observatory published by
UTP(1) in November 2021.
Mass transit is a central
plank in solving the
situation, but it also raises
the issue of energy in the
long term. In this context,
active modes can make a
major contribution to more
sustainable and resilient
urban mobility, provided
that the facilities for
pedestrians and cyclists are
available. Companies have
become aware of these
changes, and an increasing
number are offering
cycle parks. There is still
a great deal to do in terms
of walking, which is the
primary transport mode
around the city, but which
has yet to be subject to
a dedicated policy.
(1) Union des Transports Publics et
Ferroviaires (professional association
for public transport and railways).

What contribution
is made by active
modes, cycling
or walking?

D. R. Despite their
efficiency, private cars have
never been able to meet
all our travel needs. After
years of growth, private-car
use has already started
to decline in city centres,
and car use is destined
to become more shared
over time. But private cars
were used as much as ever,

100%

of major works projects
include a job integration
strategy.

€48m

€1.405m
of solidarity purchases in 2020:
of which €0.635m in the job
integration sector and €0.77m
in the protected and adapted
work sector.

paid to 3,404 SMEs
in 2020.
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The support of corporate foundations
can be decisive for community
associations and non-profits working
to build a more supportive and more
inclusive society in a city or region.
The RATP Group Foundation is
a case in point.

The Foundation is
deeply rooted in the
regions. Why this
choice?

people outside the job
market, women from a
migrant background or young
people from disadvantaged
inner-city areas. In addition,
we take a particular interest
R. R-B. It stems very
in initiatives for women,
naturally from the Group’s
those that incorporate digital
business activities. In Paris,
transformation issues and
as in London, Seine-SaintDenis or Charleville-Mézières, projects that are innovative
these very concrete activities in nature.
(operation, maintenance,
Can you give some
projects, etc.) are locally
examples?
managed to serve citizens
and in close contact with
local players. This is why we
R. R-B. We support
support a very large number the Women in Digital project
of projects there; 81 in fact as run by the Social Builder
part of the 2021 programme. association, which helps
under-qualified, long-term
Which projects are
unemployed women in
you supporting in the
Seine-Saint-Denis to find jobs
field of employment
by training them in digital
and workforce
technology. But also Positive
integration, and what is Planet, which is developing
your target audience? a third place dedicated
to entrepreneurship in
Montreuil, as well as Sapiens
R. R-B. The 2021
Brushing in Champignyprogramme includes
sur-Marne, which trains
20 projects relating
immigrant women
to access to employment.
in presentation and
Our resources are limited,
assertiveness, helping
so we try to target projects
them highlight their skills
that will have the greatest
and plan their pathway
impact for the region and
to employment.
the beneficiaries, including

Creating jobs through
entrepreneurship
with ADIE
Since 2012, the Foundation has worked in partnership
with ADIE, the “association for promoting economic
initiative”, which funds and supports people with
a business project. In the Île-de-France region, a pop-up
shop called Le Quai des Créateurs, in Gallieni station on
metro line 3, is open for micro-entrepreneurs to “trial”
their creations on the public. In 2021 the Foundation
committed to backing 26 budding entrepreneurs in
French regions where ADIE is providing support for them
to get their businesses up and running – in Boulognesur-Mer, Vannes and Aix-les-Bains, three cities where
subsidiary RATP Dev operates transport networks.
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Raphaël René-Bazin, secretary general
of the RATP Group Foundation
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foundation

“We aim for the greatest
impact, for the region
and its residents”

cultur
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As an essential ingredient of urban planning, culture
also has a place in parks, in former factories and even on
the metro. This is demonstrated by RATP’s Grand Prix for
Poetry, which inspired users of the Île-de-France Mobilités
network operated by RATP with the 10 winning poems for
2021 displayed throughout the summer. Cultural facilities
and works of art are soothing, sometimes provocative,
they repair social bonds and enrich the identity of cities.
Saint-Étienne has been transformed from its industrial past
to become a centre for design, Bilbao is now better known
for the Guggenheim Museum than for its steelworks and,
in Provence, the Luma foundation in Arles has brought
the ancient city into the modern world. The post-industrial
city is turning to art and culture to enhance its wastelands,
revitalise its neighbourhoods and to attract talent and
tourists. In Vienna, Austria, the F23 project to renovate
a former factory has consolidated the city’s 23rd district,

a patchwork of outlying villages, by creating a cultural focal
point. In France, the revitalisation of city centres comes
largely through culture. This impetus is marked by an
increasing number of labels, such as “Creative Cultural
District” or “French Capital of Culture” – first awarded
to Villeurbanne – created to reward the cultural
attractiveness of a region.
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“Street art makes culture
available to everyone”
Élisabeth Fauvel, councillor responsible for culture
at Bagneux town hall
play in public spaces
in your opinion?

É. F. Promoting street

Why was artist C215
chosen to create
a fresco in the new
Bagneux – Lucie
Aubrac station
on metro line 4?

É. F. The team at

Bagneux town hall was
unanimous in choosing this
highly committed street
artist. He has produced
portraits of both ordinary
folk and celebrities like
Simone Veil and Josephine
Baker and has long been
battling injustice. It is this
fight against discrimination
that we are trying to bring
to Bagneux.
There is a lot of street
art in the town. What
role does art have to

32

art has been our stated
intention since the time of
the previous administration
to make culture available to
all. Bagneux is a workingclass town, and we know
that many people would
never enter a museum,
so we call on recognised
artists and also use local
talent. Local residents are
consulted on the choice of
fresco that will decorate the
bottom of their building,
and discovery trails are
organised for schoolchildren
and locals.
What do local
residents make
of this street art?

É. F. They are proud

to have these works of art
in their town. One of
them said to me recently:
“When I have guests
in the evening, I take them
to see the illuminated
fresco Extra-Natural by
Miguel Chevalier.”

The museum
for everyone
Since 2020, the RATP Group
Foundation has been a partner in
an initiative launched by the local
mission in the town of Denain with
Louvre-Lens. The Foundation now
supports the Louvre Museum,
which wishes to encourage visitors
from outside the cultural sphere,
in Île-de-France and elsewhere
in France (Roubaix, Laon, Orléans,
Dunkirk). The aim is to strengthen
community cohesion, use culture
to promote social integration,
and foster engagement beyond the
museum walls by forging long-term
relationships with local and actors
and regional authorities.
C215, real name Christian Guémy,
is a French street and stencil artist.
As part of a collaboration between
Bagneux town hall and RATP, his
work decorates the new Bagneux –
Lucie Aubrac metro station.
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So what gets the city moving and
makes it more inclusive and a better
place for everyone to live in? First of
all, the committed people who, from
Villeurbanne to Moissy-Cramayel, create
bonds and solidarity (p. 04). But you have
to look closer to discover the intimate
movement of the city: urban mobility
transformed by the pandemic (p. 10),
the severe exclusion that raises questions
and unsettles (p. 12), the people that
rub shoulders in the metros of the
world (p. 14), the small yet powerful
initiatives that are putting the
idea of the collective back
on the map (p. 16).
We must also
look at the
physical
side of
things to
understand what it
means to live in the city,
with sport that brings people
together (p. 18), streets that revert to
play areas (p. 20), urban developments that
finally include women and children (p. 22).
Urban life is therefore taking on new forms
everywhere, with mixed uses gaining
ground to promote better social
integration for all communities (p. 26).
Because there’s one thing that cities
and regions understand perfectly:
our future and their balance
lie in the shared weaving
of our destinies.

